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D elts cope after the fire
by

A rie F a r n a m

Hours after several rooms at
the Delta Tau D elta fraternity
house at Lawrence U niversity
were dam aged by fire on Nov. 6,
the residents were still edgy
and exh ilarated . Som e still
sm elling o f the heavy sm oke of
burned plastic, they gathered
for inform ation from Fire
M arshal E ugene Reece and
m aterial support from the
American Red Cross.
The fire heavily dam aged
four rooms on the first floor,
directly above th e b asem en t
kitchen. Eric Hecox, D elta Tau
D elta vice president, recounted
to a circle of fraternity m em 
bers that he woke up ju st after
4 a.m. “and there were flam es
coming up my sh eets.”
Reece said, “we are very
lucky” that no one w as serious
ly injured in the fire. The PostCrescent reported that one stu 
dent sustained a quarter sized
burn on the back of his handwhen he w ent back into the
burning building to wake up
other residents.
Although Reece commended
“the quick thinking of the peo
ple [who] w ent back in to pound
on doors,” he made it clear that
it would be safer in such a situ 
ation to notify the fire depart
m ent upon arrival that there
may be other people inside. In
fact, firem en w ith equipm ent
searched the house im m ediate
ly but everyone had evacuated
before they arrived.
“All accidental causes have
been ruled o u t,” Reece said.
“T hat lea v es us w ith som e
hum an action. This fire is being

treated as a suspicious fire. I
truly don’t believe that any one
intended for th is to occur. I
thin k th is was a prank that got
way out o f hand.”
He said he had heard of
prank cases where fireworks
were thrown under a door and
cau gh t the room on fire.
Fireworks were found in the
area o f the fire but there was no
con clu sive evidence. “There
have been some things going on
on cam pus” that may have led
up to the fire, Reece said.
The case w as turned over to
the police shortly after the fire
departm ent returned jurisdic
tion o f the b u ilding to the
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Lawrence to divide physical
plant, create new department
by

N eal R iemer

Lawrence hopes to split physical plant in two by Jan. 1, creat
ing one entirely new department
and streamlining the other one,
said Vice President for Business
Affairs Bill Hodgkiss. The new
department will move into the
north wing of Brokaw’s second
floor, occupying space currently
inhabited by student publica
tions. Student publications will
move into apartm ent space
above the current physical plant
offices on College Avenue.
Hodgkiss said that central

services will also be a major part
of the new department. In addi
tion to central services, the new
departm ent will likely also
encom pass risk m anagem ent,
vehicle m anagem ent, rental
properties, custodial services,
set-ups for different events, and
perhaps security.
Over the next two months,
the business office will continue
to in vestigate exactly which
responsibilities each department
will assume. The two depart
ments hope to be operating in
their new roles by Jan. 1. The
change cannot occur, however,

mm m m m m m m m m m m m m m
Rope kids frolic on M ain Hall G reen. For years, Lawrentians casually have been calling these attendees of the YM CA
daycare program “rope kids." But, as Editorials Editor N eal Riemer noted, “T h eir identity has been consum ed by the
social m etaphor of the rope; they are the rope kids.”
Photo by Sara Schlarm an

until the space in Brokaw is
ready for their occupation. But
the Brokaw offices cannot be
used until the publications have
another space prepared, which
will take considerable work.
Stu d en t publications, the
phone-a-thon, as well as the art
studios for two Lawrence faculty,
will move into the apartments
above the physical plant offices
on College Avenue. The apart
ments are currently being reno
vated into office space. The
Lawrentian, Tropos, Ariel, and
the Spectator will all have offices
in there.
The rental properties are
useful in providing income,
noted Hodgkiss, but he believed
the facilities could be better used
in another function. He viewed
the change as “a chance to pro
vide a better opportunity for the
students.”
The new departm ent w ill
handle programming and service
issu es, w hile the stream lined
physical plant w ill focus on
m aintenance.
Program m ing
issues, said Hodgkiss, include
deciding w hat plans and ideas
about space on campus will be
implemented.
This dem ands som e close
association with the m ainte
nance department, as they in sti
tute the plans decided upon by
the services and programming
department. The present physi
cal plant, however, places dis
parate responsibilities on one set
of staff, which the administra-
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“Tempest” presented in modern setting Lesbian and gay alumni: a diffi
cult past and an uncertain future
by

M ic h a el P ia st o w sk i

Cloak Theater christens its
new look w ith Timothy Troy’s
a d ap tation o f S h a k e sp e a r e ’s
“The Tem pest,” which opened
y esterd a y and w ill con tin ue
through th is w eeken d. This
revamped version o f the classic
transports the action from a
deserted Bermuda island to the
slum s of a modern American
city. The characters have also
been given a modern spin. The
dialogu e rem ain s true to
S h a k esp ea re’s pen, but th e
story’s settin g has been updat
ed to explain possible intended
m eanings.
Shakespeare sets the origi
nal version of “The T em pest” on
a deserted island in the recent
ly
discovered
C aribbean.
Director Troy transports the
work to a sea-side m etropolitan
settin g . He ration alizes th a t
th e “o p e n n e ss” o f th e work
allow s it to be ea sily trans
portable. The “soft borders”
allow Troy to m anipulate the
se ttin g in order to create a
forum in w hich th e play
becomes clearer to a modern
au d ien ce. Troy p laces th e
revised version in an “uninhab

ited ” urban environm ent, com
parable to the virgin New
World o f th e tim e. The
unknown quality o f an aban
doned city slum links directly
to th e vacan t unexplored
w orld, in Troy’s m ind. The
characters are isolated as we
w ould be in a v a st, em pty
world.
Through th is connection,
Troy m akes natural character
correlations to modern tim es.
The character of Caliban fol
low s th is updated train of
thought. He is referred to by
other characters as having a
foul odor. He is also the random
elem en t in the world of “The
T em p est.” T hese th ou gh ts,
tr a n sm itte d through Troy’s
eyes, place Caliban as a hom e
le s s person in the modern
world. We often “don’t know
how to deal w ith the h om eless,”
Troy observes. “We often walk
around them on the str ee t.”
Troy creates th e connection
b etw een
th e
stereotyp ical
h o m eless person and the
n atu re o f the character o f
Caliban.
A nother character updated
is A riel, a fairy. Troy view s

Ariel in terms of the “homonym
of her nam e.” That is, ‘aerial’ as
referring to antenna. As a liv
ing antenna, she “picks up” dif
ferent vibes as a m echanical
antenna would. Troy m anifests
th is by in terjectin g random
changes of dialect into her dia
logue. “She comes out in one
scene as a Southern preacher,
and, in another, sh e is a
Brooklyn cab driver.” This
“shifting dialect” sets her above
the mortals in the play. Her
character is of “another world,”
and, therefore, requires a qual
ity not found in others. Her
m agical ability is heightened
through
th is
su p ern atu ral
shifting of dialect.
Key
scen es
of
“The
Tem pest” have been updated
through the use of newly com
posed m usic by Professor
S teven
Jordheim .
“The
T em pest,” according to Troy,
“calls for more music than any
other Shakespeare play.” Also,
to Troy, the storm iness con
tained is summed up in the
concept of wind. Considering
the m usical and meteorological
aspects of the work, Troy decid-
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by

Z a c h V ic t o r

In 1990, the association of
Lawrence U n iversity Gay and
L esbian A lum ni (L aw rence
GALA) d isb an d ed . T he co
chairs said th a t they had not
“received any support” and not
enough “com m itm ent in both
sp irit and money from [the]
m em bers.”
The GALA n ew sletters th at
are now located in the Gay,
L esb ian ,
B ise x u a l,
and
Women’s Resource Room pre
se n t a p ictu re th a t m akes
GALA’s d isb an d in g a t first
seem abrupt and unexpected.
Law rence GALA had accom 
p lish ed a g reat deal sin ce
1985, w hen Jam es Gandre, ’81,
and the Rev. Scott Alexander,
’71 estab lish ed it as the Gay
and
L esbian
A lu m n i
of
L aw rence
U n iv e r sity
(GLALU). The o rg a n iza tio n
published a new sletter, orga
nized alum ni gath erin gs, and
w rote le tte r s to L aw rence
adm inistrators asking them to
sponsor on-cam pus program s
d ealing prim arily w ith AIDS
and hom osexuality.

According to a n ew sletter
from Nov. 1987, GLALU began
in 1985 a s “an outgrow th o f a
proposal subm itted to the LU
Board o f T rustees requesting
th a t ‘se x u a l o rien ta tio n ’ [be
included] in Law rence’s non
discrim ination policy.” The le t
ter,
w h ich
ap p ears
in
L aw rence
Today
(W inter
1987),
r e q u e sts
th a t
“Lawrence include a provision
barring discrim in ation based
upon ‘sex u a l orien tation ’ in all
pu b lication s w hich p resen tly
in clu d e L aw ren ce’s n o n -d is
crim ination policy.”
T he ed ito r o f L aw rence
Today sum m arized the board
of
tr u s te e s
d ecisio n
“to
describe [the discrim ination]
policy in positive rather than
n egative la n gu age” and “move
from a d isclaim er regarding
non-discrim ination pertaining
to p erso n s in variou s c a te 
gories to an affirm ation o f the
college’s traditional valu es and
conviction.” Though th is would
have effectively kept the words
“se x u a l
o r ie n ta tio n ” from
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What’s On? LUCC discusses Ariel's finances
at Lawrence
T h u r s d a y ’s E v e n ts
M ain H all Forum
Dr. Carter Eckert, ‘67, direc
tor o f the Korea Institu te at
Harvard U niversity, w ill pre
sent a lecture en titled “North
Korea
in
H istorical
P erspective” in Main Hall 109
at 4:15 p.m.

T h ea trica l P erfo rm a n ce
The Term I play, “The
T em pest,”
by
W illiam
Shakespeare, w ill be performed
in C loak T h ea ter at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $8 for adults and $4
for stud ents and senior citizens.
LU stu den ts are adm itted free.

F r id a y ’s E v e n ts
F ilm S e r ie s
OM Film S eries p resen ts
“C arlito’s Way" (A1 Pacino, Sean
P enn)
and
“The
U su al
S u spects” (Kevin Spacey, Chazz
P alm in teri)
in
W riston
Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9:45
p.m. Adm ission is free to LU
stu d en ts, $2 for the general
public.

C on cert
Robert Levy conducts the
Lawrence Sym phonic Band in
the Memorial Chapel at 8 p.m.

T h ea trica l P erfo rm a n ce
“The Tem pest,” 8 p.m. See
Thursday’s Events.

Satu rd ay’s E vents
S w im m in g C o m p etitio n
Law rence sw im m ers com 
pete a g a in st Lake F orest
College in the Buchanan-K iew it
R ecreation C enter pool at 1
p.m.

Film S e r ie s
“C arlito’s Way” and “The
U sual S u sp ects,” 7 p.m. and
9:45 p.m. See Friday’s Events.

C on cert
B ridget-M ich aele
R eischl
conducts
th e
Law rence
Sym phony Orchestra, featuring
concerto com p etition w inner
Jerem ia h
F rederick,
horn.
Concert begins at 8 p.m. in the
Memorial Chapel.

S u n d a y ’s E v e n ts
S tu d io R ecita l
The Law rence Low B rass
Studio will give a recital in the
Memorial Chapel at 3 p.m.

T h ea trica l P erfo rm a n ce
“The Tem pest,” 3 p.m. See
Thursday’s Events.

by

N e a l R ie m e r

President Hoelter suspended
rules for five minutes for hall
representative reports, saying
that many representatives felt
overpowered m aking reports
under parliamentary procedure.
The approach, termed the “go
nuts” approach by one cabinet
member, seem ed successful.
Sm all
house
representative
Jessica Fogle spoke of her diffi
culty in communicating with her
constituents, and Robert Chang,
resident of the M.A.C. house, told
her of a M.A.C. house meeting
that evening.
The first significant action
taken by the council this meeting
was to approve funding for vari
ous groups, among them the
Law rentian, which asked for
$3,500 dollars to print weekly

and in color.
The Lawrentian request was
in two parts. The newspaper
requested $1,800 to print weekly
and $1,700 to print in color. The
finance committee recommended
the council approve funding,
with the stipulation that for each
issue not printed in color, the
Lawrentian would return $120 to
LUCC. The finance committee
intends the stipulation to allow
the Lawrentian to print in color
as soon as it is ready, but to free
LUCC until that time.
The finance committee also
recommended
the
council
approve $175 in funding for
Tropos to print a ‘zine, $500 for
LCF, $125 for men’s volleyball,
and $400 for the Chess club.
Without discussion, the gen
eral
council
unanim ously
approved all of the finance com

mittee recommendations.
In other committee reports,
the publications board, repre
sented by Tom Bryan, related to
the council that the publications
would be moving into offices
above physical plant on College
Avenue.
Bryan then read a statem ent
concerning the Ariel’s treatment
by the general council. The state
ment, handed out to council
members, complained of what
the board felt was unfair and
unknowledgeable behavior on
behalf of the finance committee.
The publications board state
ment noted specifically a stipula
tion placed on funding for the
Ariel third term last year. The
stipulation required the 1996-’97
Ariel to be completed by the end
of July in order to receive fund
ing.

The publications board said
that this statem ent was unrea
sonable, especially concerning
the laten ess w ith which it
believed the LUCC finance com
mittee acted, and because the
Ariel staff was essentially one
person, Sarah Walkenhorst.
Treasurer Ann Dude, who
was on the finance committee at
the time the ‘96-’97 Ariel was
passed, countered this accusa
tion, saying that Walkenhorst
agreed to the stipulations
entered upon the Ariel’s funding.
The publications board state
ment said the Ariel was not com
pleted by the end of July, though
Walkenhorst did manage to com
plete it during the summer.
Work on the ‘97-’98 yearbook
has not yet begun. No staff has
been assembled for it, as the
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Forum seeks to jump-start discussion on identity
by

A my H aegele

A forum entitled “Identity:
W hat’s All the Fuss About” was
held on Nov. 12 in the Wriston
Auditorium . The even t was
sponsored by the Lawrence
M inority Faculty and S ta ff
Council in conjunction with sev
eral identity groups on campus.
The forum included a panel of
m em bers
of
organizations
including
DFC
(Downer
F em in ist Council), BGLASS
(B isexual, Gay, Lesbian, and
Straight Society), BOS (Black
O rganization
of Students),
Lawrence
Stu d en ts
of
O bjectivism ,
ASIA-A,
and
Lawrence International. The
forum was attended by many
students as well as members of
the faculty, staff, and adm inis
tration, including President
Warch and Dean Truesdell.
The forum was moderated by
Professor of French Lifongo

FIRE
school on the afternoon of Nov.
6. Police Sergeant Cary Meyers
w as still in the process o f inter
view ing people on campus to
determ ine the action and the
m otivation behind the fire at
press tim e.
Reece said “most suspicious
fires” are solved through inter
view s but som e take six to eight
m onths to solve.
He said the LU adm inistra
tion “w as very responsive to the
needs of stu d en ts.” R esidents of
th e house were im m ed iately
fu rn ish ed
w ith
tem porary
accom m odations,
m eals
at
Downer Commons and provi
sions for long distance phone
calls and mail. The Red Cross
provided hygiene kits and other
im m ediate necessities.
“I don’t think there is any
question th at it is disruptive to
th ese stu d en ts’ lives to have to
adjust to a new place in the
m iddle of the term and to not
h ave th eir p o ssessio n s w ith

Vetinde. After a brief introduc
tion on the subject of identity, he
introduced the Minority Faculty
and
S ta ff Council, which
includes professors DominiqueRen6 de
Lerma,
Brigetta
Ledvina, Myriam Osorio, Lena
Sawyer, Hazel Spears, Lisa
White, and himself.
Spears spoke about why an
event such as this forum must
take place. She said that those
in power often interpret the
efforts by “minority” groups to
“make the playing field even” as
discrimination and a desire of
preferential treatm ent rather
than a quest for justice and
equality. Ledvina and Candice
Bradley also spoke briefly about
how recognizing cultural differ
ences have enriched their lives.
The forum continued with
short speeches by each of the
student panelists. The panelists
were Nora Graham and Carol
Hinz of DFC, Zach Victor of

BGLASS, Paula Gudmundson of
BOS, Yayoi Kambara of ASIA-A,
and Louisa Assibi of Lawrence
International. They spoke about
why they choose to be members
of their respective organizations
and about the stereotypes and
prejudices they have had to face
because of their identity.
Ben Bayer of the Lawrence
Students of Objectivism also
spoke. He provided a different
view of identity. He believes that
people “have free will and deter
mine their own destiny” and
their identity is composed of
what they choose to be.
The floor was then opened for
the audience to ask questions of
the panel. The audience contin
ued to address the stereotypes of
different identity groups. They
questioned the relevance of m ul
ticultural issues to the lives of
those who do not identify them 
selves as part of a m inority
group. Practical ways of foster

them ,” said Nancy Truesdell,
dean of students. “A lot of peo
ple have pitched in to make this
as smooth as possible.”
No residents have been able
to reoccupy the building, pri
marily because the fire alarm
system w as damaged. Truesdell
said part of the system had
melted down inside the w alls in
the rooms that burned and that
“because the whole system is
linked together, if one part is
damaged, you m ust repair it
before [any part of| the system
is operational."
The basem ent, sta irw ells
and second floor will have to be
cleaned, repainted and sealed
off from the more heavily dam
aged parts of the house on the
first floor before some of the
residents can move back in.
Reece said a thorough cleaning
is vital because “there were a
lot of plastics in the sm oke”
which may be carcinogenic.
“A number of doors were left
open as people were evacuating

and that allowed smoke to drift
into those rooms and that
increased the cleanup,” he said.
When a building inspector
looked at the house, Reece said
“there were no indications of
structural
dam age.
Those
things [the fraternity houses]
seem to have been built like
bomb sh elters.”
Lawrence
U n iv ersity ’s
insurance com pany w ill not
cover the cost of the damaged
belongings of the residents and
numerous separate insurance
com panies had to m ake an
assessm ent before the cleaning

O pera S c e n e s
Karen L eigh-P ost directs
O pera S cen es in S tan sb u ry
T h ea ter of th e M usic-D ram a
C enter at 7:30 p.m.

NEW

t r o n t ie r

-Record -Exchange

C o ffe e h o u se
E n te r ta in m e n t

WE

The Ju d ith Edelm an Band
w ill perform in the Lawrence
C offeehouse at 9:30 p.m.

11-8 M-F
11-5 Sat.
Closed Sun.

,B S EL L & T R A D E M U S I C
Y
U
Records • Tapes • CD's
Quality Guitar Repair,
Reconditioning & More

109 N. Durkee • Appleton, WI 54911 • 739-8820
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ing understanding o f identity
issues were also discussed.
The planners o f this event
hoped that it would begin a con
versation about id en tity and
diversity here at Lawrence. The
general consensus is that the
event was a success. Panelist
Victor said, “I w as impressed
with the people in the audience
who criticized w hat the pan
elists had to say,” openly dis
cussing issues “rather than wor
rying about seem ing ‘offensive’
or ‘hostile.” Bayer, also a mem
ber of the panel, said, “There
should be more events like this
on campus which permit alter
native points o f view to be
expressed.”
Panelist Hinz expressed her
hope that “this is ju st the begin
ning o f an ongoing dialogue
about identity on this campus.”
There is already talk o f making
a forum on identity an annual
event at Lawrence.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
could even begin. T ruesdell
says she does not have a figure
for the cost o f the dam age, but
the clean in g com pany got
underw ay on Nov. 17. She
hopes to have second floor resi
dents back in their house by the
end of the term.
A n y o n e w i th in fo r m a tio n
a b o u t th is fir e is re q u e s te d to
co n ta c t e ith e r E u g e n e R eece o/
th e A p p le to n F ire D e p a rtm e n t
a t 8 3 2 - 17 0 4 o r S e r g e a n t Cary
M ey ers o f th e A p p le to n Police
D e p a r tm e n t a t. A l l n a m e s w ill
be k e p t c o n fid e n tia l.

S tud en t fo r u m :

Monday, November 24 at 10 p.m. in Riverview
Topics for discussion:
Safety
•
•
•
•

Designated sober people at every party
TIPS training
Escorts home from parties
Dangers of drinking downtown

Social Climate
• Bringing drinking back to campus
• Realistic alcohol-free alternatives

Campus Policies
If you can t be there, you can still be heard. Send your
comments to LUCC via email (To: LUCC) or submit
them to the suggestion box at the Union Info Desk.

N
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SPLIT
tion hopes to avoid after the
change.
Vince Maas, who is the cur
rent assistant director of physi
cal plant and who will head the
new departm ent, said, “Right
now, it’s hard. We’re doing both
things and it’s taking away from
one to do the other.”
Hodgkiss expects that in the
long run, students will also ben
efit from the segregation of staff.
By dividing physical plant,
Lawrence hopes to reduce the
confusion of someone who must
go to the sam e physical plant
staff for different services.
Locating an adm inistrative
office on the north wing of the
floor also m eans that the entire
floor can be opened up. At pre
sent, a locked and closed door
divides the administration sec
tion from the student publica
tions.
Hodgkiss said it was unlikely
that the placement of the new
departm ent right next to the
business office would have a sig
nificant effect on operations
between these two departments.
Central services, which w ill com
pose much of the new depart
ment, will remain in the Brokaw
basem ent. Indeed, one of the
early ideas for the new depart
m ent was to place it in the writ
ing lab space.
The department will not be
able to move until the publica
tion space is prepared and the
publications are moved. Dean
Shrode em phasized th at their
intention is to make the change
without interrupting publication
schedules.
In addition to each publica
tion having their own office in
the new space, the publications
w ill share a common room,
which will contain most of the
computer stations and therefore
m ost of the workspace needed by
the computer-intensive publica
tions.
The addition of a common
workspace allows the publica
tions to pool their technology
resources. The publications each
plan to place some of their own
computers in the common room,
but they also hope that the uni
versity will grant them money to
purchase new computers and
outfit the new space with a qual
ity darkroom. Said Lawrentian
photo editor Sara Schlarman,
“Having a working darkroom will
be great and enable us to control
the quality of our photos.”
Paul Shrode, a member of the
LUCC publication board, said
that though moving the publica
tions w as primarily necessitated
by the creation of th e new
department, he felt it would be a
good move for the publications.
“Our view is to make the space
as welcoming and usable as pos
sib le.” He also said th at the
eventual goal is to locate these
student organizations in a new
student union, but that is likely
another 5-10 years away.
Shrode said that the school
has been aware of the lim ita
tions of the current publication
offices for some time. Many peo
ple are unaware of the exact
location of the offices. Those who
do know where the publications
are often find them remote, if
less so in actuality than in per
ception. The offices are only
accessible via three doors, two
locked 24 hours a day, one locked
evenings and nights, m aking
m eeting in the offices difficult to
hold.
Shrode felt that the move
would prove positive for student

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
perception of the paper. “It can,”
he said about the Lawrentian’s
current location, “be tough for an
office in the heart of the admin
istration [physically speaking] to
make the case that it is indepen
dent. ... The symbolic distance
from the administration helps
perception.”
The two art studios being
equipped in the apartments are
for studio art professors Helen
K lebesadel and Alice Case.
Professor Klebesadel has a stu
dio in the sm all house located by
the tennis courts, but must move
because the driveway needs to be
w idened for safety purposes.
Lawrence does not currently pro
vide Case with a studio, said
Klebesadel.
The phone-a-thon, also mov
ing into the apartm ents, is
vacating space in the develop
ment office basement, freeing a
conference room for use by devel
opment personnel.
M aassaid that renovation
had begun on the art studio
space, and that renovation of the
publication space was awaiting
further discussion with publica
tions. All renovations and moves
are hoped to be completed by sec
ond term , so th at the new
department can move into its
space in Brokaw. Because it is
deer season, however, it is diffi
cult to find contractors who are
not hunting deer or working on
other projects.
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LUCC goes nuts!
BY KR1SHNAN
Sethum adhavan

"GO NUTS!* was President
Rebecca Hoelter’s dictate to the
Lawrence
U niversity
Com m unity Council in the
Riverview Lounge at the Nov. 18
meeting.
Rules at the General Council
m eeting were suspended, and an
unfettered
discussion
w as
encouraged.
G eneral Council m eetings
seem horrendously lengthy to
stu d en ts not on the council.
Articles in this publication have
recently commented on the m at
ter. Students on the council
often share the same feeling, but
voice their opinion in more sub
tle ways—perfecting tricks with
their writing im plem ents, for
example.
In fact, council members will
be the first to admit that formal
m eetings are the worst way to
arrive at a decision—except for
all the rest.
The
Go-Nuts Approach,
implemented for a five minute
span, took birth in meetings the
LUCC cabinet has been having
with Lawrence students (includ
ing rather annoyed Riverview
Lounge smokers, who feel that
LUCC is merely a front for an
anti-smoking coalition). A sec
ond source of new ideas have
been our m eetings with the
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(other) president’s staff.
(Article 1, Section 3). There are
However, m eetings with the a number o f policies that have
president’s staff are more impor been set by the institution w ith
tantly an avenue for alerting the out the involvem ent o f the coun
adm inistration to student con cil. Recent examples:
cerns. Your concerns.
• Hulbert house designated
As a cabinet, we are commit as substance-free (implem ented
ted to the student body, and summer before 1997-98 academ
hope to share with you some of ic year)
the issues that were discussed.
• Fraternity party suspen
Here is the agenda, covering the sion (term 2 of last year)
key issues, from our last m eet
• Common-container policy
ing.
(im plem ented sum m er before
Please let us know of any
1995-96 academic year)
pertinent issu es that concern
2.
We believe th at LUCC
you. Call the LUCC office at (i.e., the LU community) should
x6870, and w e’re sure to be be notified of possible changes
around.
on the LU campus as they are
Probably in a meeting.
being formed. We understand
Condensed agenda for the that many logistical decisions
most recent m eeting between
need to be made by people other
the president’s sta ff and the than the stu d en ts. However,
LUCC cabinet:
students who are living and/or
In a recent discussion with learning on the campus offer a
President Warch regarding great resource for thoughtful
LUCC, it became evident that and com petent suggestions.
there are a number of problem Furthermore, LUCC, its com
atic situ ation s affecting the
m ittees, and its organizations
council and the Lawrence com are often directly affected by
munity as a whole. President these decisions. Whether or not
Warch has agreed to m eet with the members can be consulted
the LUCC cabinet and various for suggestions, letting us know
members of the administration
ideas that may be “brought to
and faculty in order to
the table” may keep our focus
address these situations.
and goals consistent with those
1.
According to the LUCCof the University. For example:
constitution, one of LUCC’s pur
• Overflow housing
poses is “to legislate on non-cur• Multicultural organization
ricular m atters pertaining to the funds from U niversity
in terests o f the com m unity”
• Publications move
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Vorenkamp joins religious studies ranks
by

Su sa n T hao

Professor Dirck Vorenkam p
is the new faculty m em ber in
th e religiou s stu d ie s d ep art
m ent. H is teach in g focuses on
the religion s of India and E ast
A sia. Vorenkamp is origin ally
from T u lsa , O kla., and h a s
lived in W isconsin for eig h t
years. He has ta u g h t at se v e r 
al oth er W isconsin sch o o ls,
in clu d in g U W -M adison and
UW -M ilwaukee, but teach in g
is
not
th e
only
ca reer
Vorenkamp has had.
After fin ish in g h is under
graduate stu d ies, he becam e a
police officer for about five
years until deciding to change
careers and return to school to
pursue his graduate d egrees.
That led him to UW -M adison
where he attained his doctor
ate degree in religiou s stu d ies.
It w as during h is tim e at
M adison that he heard about
Lawerence U n iversity and the
open position in the religious
stu d ies departm ent. The p osi
tion w as vacated by the retire
m ent
of
p rofessor
John
Stanley. Encouraged to apply,
Vorenkam p w as im p ressed
w ith w hat he learned about
Lawerence and said, “It w as
Law rence’s philosophy o f ed u 
cation th a t led me here.”
Karen Carr, chair o f the
religious stu d ies departm ent,
w as in vo lv ed in th e h irin g
process. Carr and four other
professors were on a panel th a t
review ed
a p p lica tio n s
and
in terv iew ed
c a n d id a te s.
According to Carr there w ere
a p p roxim ately one hundred
applications th at w ere received
for the position. The four other
p rofessors
w ere
K athryn
Kueny, also from r e lig io u s
stu d ies, Frank D oeringer and
Mike H ittle from th e history
d ep a rtm en t,
and
G eorge
Saunders, anthropology.
V orenkam p
cam e
to
L aw rence d u rin g th e h irin g
process to teach a sam ple cla ss

LUCC

in order to show his teaching
a b ility and sty le. Carr com 
m ented, “He w as very en gag
ing in the classroom .” She also
added th at he is a “dynamic
p erso n .” D oeringer described
Vorenkam p as being “w ell
tra in ed in h is field and an
easy-going person.” There were
m any factors d istin g u ish in g
Vorenkamp from other candi
d a te s. H is in te r e st in E ast

tau gh t or learned.
Vorenkamp further stated
th at he teaches religious stu d 
ies from a historical point of
view. He teaches the facts and,
“H opefully
stu d e n ts
com e
away w ith an accurate under
standing of the religion.”
N ik H oel, a stu d e n t o f
Vorenkamp, had positive com 
m ents about him. “H e’s a good
lecturer and it shows through

0
Professor Dirck V orencamp is a new addition to the Religious Studies
d epartm ent, teaching courses on religions of India and East Asia.
Photo by June Erwin

A sian and Indian religious tra
d ition s w as im portant. That,
com bined w ith h is y ea rs of
tea ch in g exp erien ce, charac
terized him as a well-rounded
candidate.
V orenkam p’s in te r e st in
A sia and its traditions in flu 
enced him to concentrate on
Indian and E a st A sian reli
gions such as H induism and
B ud dh ism .
Vorenkam p
e x p la in ed
th a t
so m etim es
there is a m isconception about
te a c h in g or lea rn in g about
other religions. He claim s this
m isconception occurs because
m any people b elieve a person
h as to have a personal stak e or
in te r e st in th e religion being

them [the lectures) th a t he
enjoys teach in g.”
B esides teaching religions
of A sia, Vorenkamp w ill also be
tea ch in g a cla ss n ex t term
called
“Women
in
A sian
R eligions.”
Vorenkamp has adjusted
w ell to Lawrence and to a sm all
college atm osphere. He said, “I
like it here because there is a
real em phasis on faculty-studen t
in tera ctio n .” B esid es
b ein g new to L aw erence,
Vorenkamp and his wife are
also new to A ppleton. They
have adjusted to th eir new
home, but said, “It’s taken the
past eight years to adjust to
the w inters of W isconsin.”

W ho is the world
chess champion?
by

R o bert C ramer

This seemingly simple ques
tion is more ambiguous than it
appears. It all started in 1975
when FIDE (the international
chess federation) stripped Bobby
Fischer of his world title and
awarded it to his 24-year-old
challenger Anatoly Karpov from
Russia. Fischer still claims to be
the world champion as he never
recognized FIDE’s authority to
strip him of his crown.
Karpov came to stand for
everything that was the Soviet
Union. He successfully held the
title until 1985 w hen Gary
Kasparov,
another
young
Russian, defeated him.
Kasparov w as everything
th at Karpov w as not. “The
young Turk,” he despised every
thing about the Soviet Union
and its politics. As Kasparov
kept winning, the Soviets pre
vented him from challenging
Karpov, believing he would
defect to the western world like
many other Russian chess play
ers.
In 1984, Kasparov finally
met Karpov in a 115-day match.
Soviet chess authorities m an
aged to have the match ended
prem aturely, w hen Kasparov
was on the verge of victory.
In 1985, Kasparov handily
won a rematch, and w ent on to
defend his title four tim es from
Karpov, the last match being in
1990.
In 1992 Nigel Short won the
right
to
challenge
Gary
Kasparov for the FIDE crown.
Both players requested the
m atch be held in historic
London. FIDE refused and after
a series o f bitter argum ents,
Kasparov and Short withdrew
from FIDE and formed the PCA
(Professional
C hess
Association).
They played their match in
London for the PCA world title
and Kasparov won easily.
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Kasparov recently successfully
defended his PCA crown against
Visnawathan Anand of India.
FIDE then arranged a match
betw een
Karpov and
Jan
Tim m an o f the N etherlands.
Karpov was declared champion
after a match shortened due to
the strain of the PCA on FIDE.
Karpov was ahead at the time
and was declared FIDE World
Champion.
At this tim e there are three
world champions of chess: Bobby
Fischer, who never really lost
his crown, Anatoly Karpov, who
holds the FIDE crown vacated
by Kasparov, who now holds the
PCA crown.
This year an all new format
for the world championship is
being presented by FIDE. It
starts Dec. 8 and the top 100
players in the world (excluding
Fischer, of course) will play in a
m ega-knockout
tournam ent.
The goal is to unite the PCA and
FIDE crowns.
Kasparov has not yet accept
ed the invitation to play. Rumor
has it that he will, but if he
doesn’t Karpov w ill receive a bye
into the final round. If Kasparov
enters, then both he and Karpov
w ill enter the tournam ent in the
sem i-finals.
On a side note, the Lawrence
U n iversity C hess A ssociation
com peted in the W isconsin
Junior Open at UW -Oshkosh
Nov. 8 and 9. This was an indi
vidual ev en t and Lawrence
chess players’ first tournament
of the season.
Andy Huss finished w ith 1.5
points out of 5, Jim Daley and
M att Walters each finished with
1 point, Laura Norton finished
w ith .5 and Robert Cramer fin
ished w ith 3 points.
Chadwick
Kochanowski,
M elanie Bietz, Brian Davis, and
O liver Silva competed in the
over
21
section
and
Kochanowski led the team with
2 points out o f five.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

Ariel desires to rid itself of ‘96’97 edition com plications and
print that edition before begin
ning work on the ‘97-’98 book.
Because of this delay and the
already present problems, the
publications board raised the
possibility that there would be no
yearbook, and urged LUCC to act
to ensure the publication of both
yearbooks and the continuance of
a tradition at Lawrence.
The council voiced support for
the continuance of the yearbook,
but members o f la st term ’s
finance committee were som e
what defensive about the publi
cations board statem ent.
The ‘96-’97 Ariel, Dude said,

asked for $14,000, a considerable
am ount of money which the
finance com m ittee w anted to
ensure
a quality product.
Representative Scott Trigg, who
was on the finance committee
last term, reminded the council
that the stipulation was set in
part because of an understand
ing that printer costs would rise
if the Ariel was not completed by
the deadline.
Dude also expressed surprise
at hearing of the Ariel’s discon
tent in such a public forum. She
said after the meeting that “I felt
we solved this last spring. They
are coming at us in a public place
with very serious allegations. ...

This should be worked out some
where besides the middle of an
LUCC meeting.”
Bryan said that he had not
expected a confrontation in the
meeting.
No representative of the Ariel
was present. Bryan, chair of the
publications board, is interimeditor-in-chief of the Lawrence
Spectator, and was unable to
respond fully to the finance com
mittee claims. Members of the
finance committee will meet with
members of the publications
board to resolve the issue.
Other action taken by the
general council included approv
ing Jan. 15 and 16 as election

|SJ Planned Parenthood
of W isconsin, Inc.

whol^oUnore.

The council also reviewed poten
tial by-law changes establishing
a publicity committee. The com
m ittee’s duties as outlined in the
proposed by-law change were to
“publicize all LUCC even ts.”
Representative Rob Reff asked
for clarification o f this duty, and
President Hoelter agreed that
the wording was vague, and dis
cussion came to a close with the
understanding that the steering
committee would revise the text.

15% o ff w ith c u rre n t s c h o o l ID

Hours:
T\ies.-Fri.
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Sun.

For new patients.

Confidential. Affordable. Hours that work for you.

dates for LUCC presidential and
vice-presidential
elections.
Nomination forms for candidates
are available at the Info Desk
and are due by Jan. 10. LUCC
will present a debate among can
didates on Jan. 11.
LUCC also passed a resolu
tion offering support to the Delta
Tau Delta fraternity after its fire.
The resolution, which President
Hoelter called a “community getwell card,” passed on voice vote.
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Law rence merges w ith private girls' school
This issue’s reprint is taken
from the front page o f the Oct.
25, 1963 Lawrentian. The article
is reproduced here w ithout
changes.

Lawrence
college
and
Milwaukee-Downer college will
consolidate their resources, tra
ditions and educational commit
ments at the end of present aca
demic year, announced William
L. Wright, president of the
Lawrence board of trustees, and
Charles W. Stone, Downer board
chairman, Tuesday.
The consolidation will create
an institution on the present
Lawrence campus of more than
1200 students and an endow
ment in excess of $20 million.
Downer’s 43-acre Milwaukee
campus has been offered for sale
for $10 million to the University
of Wisconsin to permit expan
sion of the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
The consolidated institution
will be known as Lawrence uni
versity, the name by which
Lawrence was known from
1849, two years after it was
chartered, until 1913 when it
chose to be known as a college.
Lawrence university will

ALUM NI
appearing in the discrimina
tion policy, the disclaimers
were eventually rewritten in
1989 to include “sexual orien
tation.”
The alumni who submitted
the proposal thought th at the
trustees’ reluctance to add the
words “sexual orientation”
came from a reluctance to con
front gay and lesbian issues in
general. The group’s statement
of goals and beliefs called for
the administration to promote
“positive gay awareness on the
Lawrence cam pus.” They
formed Lawrence GALA “as a
vehicle for the promotion of
positive gay awareness on the
Lawrence campus and as a
support network for gay and
lesbian
stu d en ts.”
They
believed that, “in a homopho
bic society, the liberal arts
institution should be aiding its
gay and lesbian students to
achieve emotional health, as
well
as
[educating]
its
‘straight’ students as to the
realities regarding gays.”
Lawrence
GALA later
grounded its beliefs in the
words of former president
Henry M. Wriston. In a
new sletter from 1987, they
quote the following passage
from “The Nature of a Liberal
College”: “Would not one natu
rally expect education to con
cern itself with the cultivation
of emotional stability^pPnly

include three coordinate units:
Lawrence college for man,
Downer college for women and
the Conservatory of Music. One
of the conditions of consolida
tion was that the name Downer
would be perpetuated in the
new institution.
Lawrence university will
maintain academic affiliation
with the Institute of Paper
Chemistry.
In accordance with further
conditions of consolidation, pre
sent student body and faculty of
Downer College will come to
Appleton at the same level and
status they have held at
Downer.
Milwaukee-Downer present
ly enrolls
150 students.
Underclass women will be invit
ed to join present Lawrence
underclass women to comprise
Downer college of Lawrence uni
versity.
Milwaukee-Downer’s 30 full
time faculty members will be
offered positions at Lawrence
university. However, two cours
es offered at Downer, home eco
nomics and physical therapy,
will not be offered by the uni
versity.
The extra teaching person
nel will make possible a lighter

teaching load throughout the
university and will probably
permit an enlarged program of
sabbatical and research leaves.
Downer board chairman
Stone said that the expected $10
million proceeds from the sale of
the Milwaukee campus, com
bined with Downer’s endow
ment fund of almost $3 million,
will be used to establish a
Downer Trust Fund for the pro
motion of academic excellence
and the continued education of
women at Lawrence university.
Ultimate stewardship of the
fund will reside in the board of
trustees of Lawrence university,
which will be enlarged to permit
representation from both consol
idating colleges.
At present, Lawrence and
Downer share two trustees,
Donald C. Slichter, president of
the Northwestern Mutual Life
Insurance
company,
and
Milwaukee attorney Frederic
Hammond.
The transfer of administra
tive staff and employees of
Milwaukee-Downer who wish to
move to Lawrence university
will be subject to administrative
review and individual confirma
tion.
Although many details are

yet to be settled, Stone empha
sized that the trustees intend to
promote the character and tra
ditions of Downer throughout
the reorganization and in the
future. “Downer’s heritage will
not be diluted, nor will
Lawrence’s,” he said. “Rather,
each will be strengthened and
enhance the other.”
Because of UWM’s timetable
for expansion, a decision about
its geographical direction of
growth had to be made this win
ter. Before the Downer campus
was offered for sale, it appeared
that expansion would have to go
into the surrounding residential
areas. Making residential land
suitable for campus use would
mean additional delay and
expense to the expansion pro
gram.
The Downer campus adjoins
the UWM campus to the north.
Its area will more than double
the size of the present UWM
campus.
Milwaukee-Downer college
itself was born of a merger in
1893. Downer college in Fox
Lake and Milwaukee Female
college joined together at that
time. Milwaukee Female col
lege, chartered in 1851, was one
of the earliest women’s colleges
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in the country.
Although
MilwaukeeDowner is primarily a liberal
arts college, it is also known as
a pioneer in home economics
and occupational therapy.
John B. Johnson, Jr., presi
dent of Downer, noted, “The
union Qf Milwaukee-Downer
and Lawrence college will great
ly strengthen independent high
er education in Wisconsin. At
the same time public higher
education and the entire
Milwaukee community will ben
efit substantially from the
acquisition of the Downer cam
pus by the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee.”
President Curtis Tarr fur
ther commented: “During the
past century Lawrence has
made great strides as a small,
liberal arts college. This consoli
dation will provide some of the
faculty and financial assistance
needed in the future to augment
our present program and to per
mit even more individual atten
tion and encouragement to stu
dents.
“This is an important mile
stone for Lawrence which
should inspire all those serious
ly interested in her future.”
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

desperate stupidity or com
plete cynicism could explain
the neglect of positive or
aggressive measures for the
education of the emotions.”
In 1987, with the AIDS cri
sis escalating horrifically, the
members of Lawrence GALA
sent a proposal to the deans,
the president, and the rniversity physician, asking them to
institute programs for AIDS
awareness and education.
They sent proposals in May
and June, but, as of Nov. of
that year, they had received no
response. Then, in 1989, the
Lawrence AIDS Task Force
was organized and endorsed by
the president and the adminis
tration.
“1988 has been a good
year.” That was, at least,
GALA’s consensus regarding
their publicity at the time of
the 1988 GALA newsletter.
That newsletter, however,
brought its own problems to
the organization. Enclosed
with the newsletter was a con
troversial article by Buzz
Bense, ’71, reprinted from the
Advocate, a popular periodical
for gays and lesbians. The arti
cle, according to co-chair
Jam es Gandre, “discussed
safer sex and contained graph
ic language.”
The article offended many
people on campus: the former
director of alumni relations

admonished Gandre in a per commitment from its own
sonal letter. The administra members around the same
tion responded, according to time as it lost campus support.
the GALA newsletter, “saying W hether
the
members
in part th at ‘[this] piece is responded negatively to the
nothing more than cheap article is unclear. Whatever
pornography.’” Two years later, the cause for the decline in
in the newsletter announcing commitment, none of the nom
GALA’s disbandment, Gandre inees for the GALA offices
wrote, “In an apparent effort “wished to seek the positions
to distance itself from the available.” Gandre also said
group, the Lawrence adminis th at “contributions to the
tration
requested
th at group ... began to decline dur
Lawrence GALA print on its ing 1989.”
newsletter and on correspon
Conversely, the same year,
dence the following statement: the student organization for
‘GALA is an organization not Gay and Lesbian Awareness
sanctioned
by
Lawrence (GLA) received increasing sup
University.’”
port from students and admin
The article was apparently istration. GLA had hosted an
intended for promiscuous gay LUCC-sponsored forum on
men only; a current gay male homophobia in 1988 and con
student called it “disgusting” tinued to offer the community
and “offensive.” The article programs promoting lesbian
only irritated an already and gay awareness and educa
ambivalent campus communi tion. The student organization
ty. An instructor of biology who has since continued with much
had supported the group wrote success, changing its name to
to Thomas G. Allen, ’73, former BGLA in 1991 and then to
professor and faculty advisor BGLASS in 1995.
to GALA, “I must express my
Gandre and Abby Zimberg,
displeasure and disgust with ’77, co-chairs of GALA at the
the column by Buzz Bense.” He time of the disbandm ent,
thought th at the article wrote, “Lawrence GALA has
showed “a complete lack of served a very important funcrestraint” and was “not appro
priate for ... unsolicited ...
general readership.”
In a letter announcing
GALA’s disbandment, Gandre
wrote that GALA began to lose

tion in the life of Lawrence
University. It has forced the
university to examine just how
it neglects the emotional
health of its gay and lesbian
students. Lawrence GALA has
also served to give strength to
Lawrence’s lesbian and gay
population, showing them that
they too can survive the isola
tion of a sometimes hostile
campus environment and suc
ceed in the community at
large.”
Gandre and Zimberg con
tinued, deploring present
times with hopes for the
future: “We are sad to see
Lawrence GALA disband and
we hope that perhaps, at a
more enlightened time, the
university will decide to cele
brate the diversity of its stu 
dents and alumni and not
cherish homogeneity.”
Joe Tennis, speaking on
behalf of the current members
of BGLASS, expressed hope
that we are now in that “more
enlightened tim e,” and can
“work toward a time when les
bian, gay, and bisexual stu
dents and alumni can corre
spond in an organized and pro
ductive way.”
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N ew impetus needed for Russian studies
The decline in graduating
D avid Swartz
Russian specialists at U.S. uni
A troubling new phenome- versities risks the formation of
non common to U.S. colleges a “Russia gap” ten to fifteen
and universities is the decline years down the road.
in enrollments in Russian lan
Let us look briefly at the
guage/culture, history, politics, three hypotheses set out above.
and economics courses. Three The first view—that Russia
frequently held viewpoints, all remains the impenetrable, sin
fallacious, may help explain ister place the USSR was—is of
this trend: 1) Russia remains course palpably false, although
the mysterious, largely unfath apparently still commonly held.
omable place the USSR was Literally an explosion of infor
and, given current world cir mation and openness finds its
cumstances, is not worth the expression in all the new, free
effort to penetrate; 2) Now that media outlets and public
the Cold War is over, post-com debate. The most cursory scan
munist Russia has become just ning of Internet resources relat
another country, having nothing ing to Russia demonstrates this
particularly interesting to offer fact. Official Russia, from
the student of world affairs; and President Yeltsin on down,
3) The Russian language is seems to bask in the attention
excessively difficult.
received from the international
These explanations imply a community. If anything, today’s
mindset common to Americans Russia is a plethora of informa
that with “the Soviet problem” tion rather than a dearth. Even
now behind us we need not the political forces of recidivism
devote any particular attention seem to seek opportunities for
to Russia and the other Soviet making their cases to the world
successor states. Such a mind media.
set would be seriously flawed.
The second view—that
by

through its admittedly still
evolving transformation into a
democratic, market-oriented
society, Russia has become
uninteresting as a subject of
academic attention—is equally
skewed. For one thing, through
its economic reforms Russia has
become a huge arena of com
mercial opportunity. The energy
sector is just one area where
this is so, although it is the
largest and most promising.
Others include manufacturing
and banking. To the extent
Russia continues its integration
into world economic institu
tions, commercial opportunities
for foreign companies—espe
cially U.S. ones—will grow
apace.
The third argument—that
the Russian language is overly
difficult—also deserves atten
tion. In the same IndoEuropean family of languages
as English, Russian is readily
manageable for native speakers
of English while still challeng
ing and fascinating. For exam
ple, its seemingly exotic alpha

bet can be mastered within the
first days of studying the lan
guage.
Furthermore, Russia has
long been a source of outstand
ing literature, music, and art.
Apart from any strategic con
siderations, the richness of
Russian culture and literature
should be reason enough for
more people to study the lan
guage.
A corollary to the notion that
Russia is no longer of interest is
the view that Russia has
become the “weakling” of
Europe and thus no longer rep
resents a military threat. There
may indeed be reason to hope
that as Russia builds democrat
ic institutions and continues to
reduce nuclear arsenals in lock
step with the United States its
military posture may become
more benign. However, Russia
will once again become more
assertive in world political and
economic affairs. Indeed, as
Russia completes its tumul
tuous political and economic
transformation, new societal

GUEST EDITORIAL:
structures will take hold that
will inevitably cause Russia to
rise again. This resurgence will
certainly be felt in all areas of
concern to the world communi
ty: economics and trade, poli
tics, and the military.
This process may take a gen
eration to complete. But when it
happens, and when Russia
resumes its historical place as a
key, assertive player in world
affairs, it will behoove the
United States to have a welltrained cadre of Russia special
ists ready and able to manage
American interests in all fields
of interaction.
Will these specialists be
there when they are needed?
Not if the shortsighted mentali
ty now seemingly prevalent per
sists. This is not the time to
ignore Russia. Rather, we
should take advantage of the
breathing space that history
has granted us and systemati
cally develop a new cadre of
Russia specialists—a cadre
born not from necessity but
from opportunity.
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Whatever happened to liberalism?
by J oshua

N ichols
Have you ever met a true
liberal? However disappointing
I may find it, you may not have.
For some inconceivable reason,
liberalism has all but died in
America. That may seem a lit
tle extreme, but after 17 years
of a Republican-controlled
White House, and ultra-conser
vative public figures such as
Rush Limbaugh more popular
than ever, I’m beginning to get
nervous.
How long has it been since a
government official was elected
on the basis of being an
extreme leftist? Many offices
are filled on a regular basis by
those outwardly proclaiming
their own ultra-conservatism
(read as: “hate mongers”). What
is said about our society when
we use “liberal” as a bad word?
Are we saying that it isn’t okay
for women and minorities to be
treated equally? Are we conced
ing that the “gay agenda” is
something to be stopped?
Obviously there is a wide
array of individuals that would
call themselves conservatives,
not all of whom would agree
with the beliefs of the religious
right or the ditto-heads, but the
fact that such groups are so
powerful in American politics
makes me cringe. When did

“peace, love, and affirmative
action,” become, “police action,
love for white, straight,
wealthy
individuals,
and
reverse discrimination?” I rec
ognize that some people really
believe that we should lower
taxes for the rich, screw over
the unemployed, and let babies
go hungry because their moth
ers had too many children out
of wedlock, but it seems to me
that such concepts are support
ed only by their own momen
tum. I see no valid reason to
give the rich a tax break
because the companies they
own employ Americans. Trickledown doesn’t work!
Social conservatism is an
unavoidable and extremely rel
ative evil. This I can accept—
the world must always have a
few clean-cut professional types
so that the “individuals” have
something to actively not fit in
with, not to mention the need
for presentable public figures.
On the other hand, at a place
like Lawrence, a liberal arts
college, aren’t there supposed
to be a disproportionately large
percentage of “individualists?”
If that is indeed true, the num
ber bleeding-hearts in the real
world must be minuscule.
People today seem to exhibit
a self-justified conservatism.

A NICHOLS’ WORTH

Specifically, people seem to
think that it’s okay to screw
over minorities and the poor as
long as they do so using PC.
vocabulary. Abandoning the
unemployed
apparently
becomes okay if you’re just “dis
couraging unemployment;” sim
ilarly, homophobic groups such
as the newly formed “90%
Society” at UW feel justified
when they’re merely “support
ing the under-represented het
erosexual community.” Frankly,
both cases severely disappoint
me.
I certainly can’t justify lib
eralism, but why should I try
to? I’ve never heard an
irrefutable argument for con
servatism either. I just want to
know why the American public
is going so far to the right these
days. I feel like it’s becoming
okay to hate, provided you’re
hating
“liberal” concepts,
which, to me and other liberals
like me, are necessary steps to
a better world.
Is liberalism really dying?
Probably not, but if it did, it
seems to me that a lot of people
would be at a severe disadvan
tage, namely anyone a little
outside the norm, and the entire
middle and lower classes.
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Students respond to Gulf crisis
by J ennifer

H oelter
For several weeks, it has
seemed possible that the United
States and Iraq might once again
be on the brink of war.
This threat followed a number
of actions that Saddam Hussein’s
government has taken to keep any
arsenal of weapons secret. Iraq
recently deported Americans who
had been part of a UN armsinspection team, causing the team
to leave Iraq completely. Saddam
also threatened to shoot down any
American spy planes that fly over
the country in search of weapons.
Iraq may once again be a for
midable military power. It is sus
pected that Iraqi air bases have
been rebuilt since the Gulf War.
The UN also discovered evidence
of biological and chemical weapons
being developed in Iraq.
Iraq’s greatest recent com
plaint has been the presence of
Americans in the United Nations’
Special
Commission
team
(UNSCOM) which ensures Iraq’s
compliance with treaty rules
regarding the development of
weapons. Iraq has banned any
team with Americans on it. The
United States response has been
voiced by White House National
Security Advisor, Samuel Berger,
who claims it is impossible for
UNSCOM to function without the
technical capabilities of American
members.
Another underlying cause of
tension has been economic sanc
tions. Under an agreement up for
renewal in December, Baghdad is
currently allowed to sell just $2 bil
lion worth of oil every six months
to purchase food and medicine.
Although both sides claim to be
open to discussion that would
change the terms of the sanctions,
an offer made by the United States
this Tuesday was immediately
rejected by Baghdad.

The offer would have increased
the amount of oil that could be
sold. Iraq refused to consider the
offer because Iraq would prefer the
sanctions were lifted altogether.
However, a clean report by
UNSCOM is necessary for such a
lift.
Tuesday presented two factors
that may mark a change in ten
sions. First, an American U2 spy
plane completed a mission over
central Iraq without incident. Iraq
made a statement condemning the
flight, but the plane was not shot
at. Second, Russian officials began
trying to work with Iraq to find a
peaceful solution to the crisis.
As distant as Iraq is from
Appleton, a war or even the threat
of a war would impact the
Lawrence community. In the most
extreme possibility, a war could
break out for a variety of reasons.
This could mean friends, alumni,
and family might be asked to risk
their lives. Even without a war,
the economic consequences of this
confrontation could be severe.
Students had varying concerns
regarding the situation. Freshman
Charles Erickson thought a peace
ful solution to this problem must
be possible. He seemed most con
cerned with the idea that such ten
sions could lead to another war.
Erickson stated, “This would mean
more of our men and women dying
over oil. I do not agree with this,
but our country does need oil from
the Middle East to survive.” He
suggested the countries of the
world work together to live in
peace.
Transfer student Elena Nichol
also favors a peaceful settlement,
but seems unsure that one is pos
sible. She feels Iraq has placed
itself in a difficult situation. She
believes improved behavior on the
part of Iraq would be more con
vincing for negotiating the elimi-
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nation of sanctions. She also notes
the precarious position of the
United States. Nichol said, “The
US has been forced into a comer as
well. If military force is used, the
US looks bad; if nothing is done we
seem weak. I think the efforts on
both sides to reach a peaceful solu
tion is admirable, and preparation
for other (military) options is
wise.”
Junior Matthew Johnson was
hesitant to share an opinion
because he felt he did not have
enough information to comment
knowledgeably on the situation.
However, reading the opening of
the article prompted the following
comment. “The last time there was
a war with Iraq, it seemed so terri
bly calm, so mechanized: the US
goes there, the US wins, Saddam
quiets down. This, though, with
the possibility of biological
weapons posing a real threat is
looking far more interesting.”
Matt Rentmeester, residence
hall director for Plantz, shared a
different view. He believes that the
US needs to do whatever is neces
sary to avoid another war in the
Middle East. Matt thought the U2
flying over Iraq was meant to pro
voke action. In his opinion, “This is
both sad and prideful. The US
should not be the aggressor in any
global situation.”
Sophomore Evan Wyse held
the most flippant attitude regard
ing the situation. In a joking tone
he claimed, “Maybe if the US went
to war with Iraq, Phil Hartman
would play Saddam Hussein on
‘Saturday Night Live’ again. That
could be just what the show needs
to improve its ratings.”
Several students declined to
comment because they felt they
were out of touch with issues out
side of the Lawrence campus. One
student claimed she had to be
more concerned with classes than
international issues.

Honor Council takes action
The following letters were sent
to people who were brought before
the Honor Council during Tferm III
of the 1996-1997 school year. All
identifying information has been
removed. The letters are published
in order to inform the members of
the Lawrence community of the
actions that the Council has taken.
The Honor Council process is
confidential from beginning to end.
Any student or faculty member can
bring a complaint, question, or con
cern regarding a possible violation
of the Honor Code to Dean
Hemwall or to the Honor Council
chairs. Meetings between the com
plainant, any faculty members
involved, Dean Hemwall, and the
chair are held to determine if there
is sufficient evidence to bring the
case to the full Council. If it is
determined that there is enough
evidence, the case is brought to the
Honor Council and a hearing is
held following the procedures out
lined in the student handbook.
Once again, the process is confi
dential.
All members of the Lawrence
community have the responsibility
to uphold the Honor Code, and
either students or faculty can bring
other students before the Council.
However, a student who approach
es Dean Hemwall or a member of
the Honor Council with a question
or complaint will not be required to
pursue the matter if he or she does
not wish to do so.
April 2,1997
The Lawrence University
Honor Council has found you in
violation of the Honor Code for pla
giarizing on your term paper in
Tferm II, 1996-1997.

Based on the evidence present
ed and your admission of the viola
tion, the Council has voted to
assign you a grade of zero on the
assignment. The council feels that
you understand the seriousness of
the violation. If you have any ques
tions regarding the Honor Code
please speak with any Council
member or with Dean Hemwall.
You may appeal this decision to
the president of the University
within one week of receipt of this
letter.
April 20,1997
The Lawrence University
Honor Council has not found you in
violation of the Honor Code for
your final exam. This decision is
based on the possibility of miscommunication between you and the
professor.
However, the Council is con
cerned about your negligence in fol
lowing the professor’s instructions
regarding your exam. We are fur
ther distressed about your care
lessness and failure to question
appropriate use of the text, partic
ularly in the short answer section
of your exam.
Despite the fact that we are not
convinced there was a violation of
the Honor Code, your conduct in
several instances raises serious
ethical questions. We expect you to
take these concerns into account in
the future.
June 7,1997
The Lawrence University
Honor Council has found you in
violation of the Honor Code for
copying another student’s midterm
examination. The Council has
voted to assign you a grade of zero

on the assignment and a two grade
reduction in your final course
grade.
Although you admitted your
individual violation, we feel that
you were not forthcoming in your
testimony regarding your collabo
ration with the other student. We
feel that you do not understand
your responsibilities in upholding
the Honor System at Lawrence
University. We strongly encourage
you to contact an Honor Council
member to arrange an educational
session regarding the Honor Code.
You may appeal this decision to
the president of the University
within one week of receipt of this
letter.
June 7,1997
The Lawrence University
Honor Council has found you in
violation of the Honor Code for
allowing another student to copy
your midterm examination. The
Council has voted to assign you a
grade of zero on the assignment
and a two grade reduction in your
final course grade.
The evidence shows that you
knowingly allowed another student
to take answers from your exami
nation, and were not forthcoming
in your testimony during the hear
ing. The Council is concerned that
you do not understand your
responsibilities in upholding the
Honor System at Lawrence
University. We strongly encourage
you to contact an Honor Council
member to arrange an educational
session regarding the Honor Code.
You may appeal this decision to
the president of the University
within one week of receipt of this
letter.
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Nine pound n a r h o s
P aul Lamb
LONDON—Lawrentians m
London took a break from the
humdrum of seeing plays, going
to concerts, viewing art, and
exploring the metropolis. They
headed out of London for their
ten day break beginning Nov. 6.
This break marks the halfway
point of their term of study. The
students scattered throughout
Europe, and one even made it to
Asia.
Some students stayed in the
British Isles. Amy Blyth spent a
relaxing
break
wandering
Scotland, going to Inverness,
Edinborough, and the Isle Skye.
Tom Lindsay also went to
Scotland, and then went to both
Irelands. He rented a car in
Belfast and drove around
Northern Ireland and then down
to Dublin. In Northern Ireland he
was greatly taken with a whiskey
tasting festival in Busch Mill.
Paris was a stop oa many
trips. Sarah Gamer and Johanna
Schultz began there before con
tinuing to the Cinque Terre area
on the Italian Riviera and
Lucerne, Switzerland. Both loved
hiking through the Riviera.
Gamer described the cliffs and
turquoise waters as “incredible,”
to which Schultz whole-heartedly
agreed.
Ben Zabor used his railpass to
visit Paris as well as Bruegges
and Bayeux in France, Brussels,
Montreaux, and Rome. Seeing
Paris at night from the Eiffel
Tower was enjoyable, he said, but
not the most memorable part of
the trip. That distinction would
go to meeting Pierre Cardin in
Rome. The famous designer drove
up to Zabor in a hatchback and
asked him the way to the
Colosseum. After Zabor pointed
him in the correct direction, the
designer pulled out a bag of his
wares and showed them to his
new friend. Zabor commented on
by
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their fine quality, but opted not to
buy any.
Neil Wenberg spent more
time in Rome, and went to Venice
and Florence in Italy as well.
Though he did not see any
famous designers, he did see the
Pope. The head of the Roman
Catholic Church presided over an
entire .outdoor mass that
Wenberg attended. This is an
unusual event for the Pontiff, but
when Wenberg asked the reason,
he did not receive a satisfactory
answer from the locals; one told
him it was Lent, which is before
Easter. Wenberg also got his hair
cut in Italy. Not speaking much
Italian, he bridged the language
barrier by brushing the sides of
his head and saying the Italian
word for short.
Taylot M. Hoffman also got
his hair cut. He was surprised to
also receive a scalp massage
when he went to the coiffeur in
the Netherlands. His family came
to London and then ferried over
to the Netherlands to meet
extended family and his hair
dresser.
Lori Hamburg started her
holiday in Paris with Professor
Janet Anthony, then went to
Barcelona, Spain. She said that
the traveling was “good for me,”
and was very impressed by the
different architecture in the
churches she saw in both coun
tries. She was especially fascinat
ed by the bizarre architecture of
the Palau Guell in Barcelona.
Charley Shaw also went to
Spain, staying in Barcelona,
Madrid, Vallencia, and Plat dia
del Pilas. His favorite parts of his
stay were seeing Goya’s series of
Black Paintings in the Museum
del Prado in Madrid and walking
through the medieval Barri Gotic
section of Barcelona.
Karen Adams and Anna
Naughton went to Greece and
rode the bus around the
c o n tin u ed L O N D O N page 11
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NOTES FROM LONDON

P aul L amb
LONDON—Ben Zabor des
perately needed a peaceful
night’s rest. He had been
awake for nearly 40 hours, sat
through the long ferry ride to
Dublin, and spent the day
walking around a new city. His
traveling companions, Charley
Shaw and Paul Lamb, were
making too much noise, so he
moved into the adjoining room
of the hostel dormitory. There
he slept peacefully, until he
was awakened by some noise.
He discovered he was not the
sole occupant of the room, as he
had been when he had gone to
sleep. A pair was now in the
room, expressing their views
about each other rather loudly.
Zabor was too drowsy to tell
them to be quiet, and after a
long period their communica
tion abated. The next morning,
Shaw passed through the room
to reach the showers, and was
disheartened to see that the
couple was at it again.
This is just one of the varied
experiences Lawrentians have
had in hostels on their travels.
Hostels are budget accomoda
tions for travelers, often having
rooms with six to 15 beds in
them. These are often the least
expensive accomodations avail
by

able, and are a good place to
meet fellow young travelers
and perhaps pick up informa
tion on your destination. The
availability and affordability
can lead to interesting experi
ences with the other inhabi
tants.
The next night at the same
hostel, a group of young men
came back at 2 a.m. from a
night on the town and proceed
ed to go to bed. Their actions
succeeded in waking up every
one who had been sleeping.
One of them kept setting off his
cellular phone for about five
minutes.
Sarah Garner and Johanna
Schultz heard about an experi
ence similar to Zabor’s when
they were staying in a hostel in
Italy. Although the dialogue did
not take place in their room, it
did in the room next door, and
they heard about it from the
other occupants of that room
the next day. A couple was
expressing their positions,
regardless of the other occu
pants of the room, late at night.
Lamb was awoken from his
sleep at a hostel in Istanbul
about four in the morning by
being hit with a water bottle.
He was in a bed th a t an
con tin u ed H O S T E L S p a g e 9
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Jazz W eekend 1997: Playing in the Faddis-sphere
not limited to the playing. And
anyone who had contact with
Big names and reputations Faddis in his masterclass or in
inspired lots of talk amongst jazz this weekend’s show could agree
lovers during this year’s Jazz that “loudness” needs not be
Celebration Weekend. Saturday restricted to describing his play
evening’s concert featuring New ing but applies to his stage per
York-based trio Jon Faddis (trum sonality as well. Faddis’ reputa
pet), Slide Hampton (trombone), tion for a flamboyant, caustic per
and Jimmy Heath (saxophone) sonality equals that of his reputa
united three living legends of tion for “in your face” playing.
jazz’ golden era. The musicians,
The show, a tribute to the late
who have been touring on and off great trumpet master Dizzy
since 1996, once played with Gillespie, celebrated many of
some of the most well-known Gillespie’s best-known tunes like
recording and performing artists “Con Alma,” “A Night in Tunisia,”
of their time such as Dizzy and “I Waited for You.” The trio
Gillespie, Lionel Hampton, delivered the old school style and
Dexter Gordon, and others. Thus, repertoire that made them
people were speaking of the trio famous in their prime, satisfying
with the kind of reverence with the expectations of their long
which movie lovers speak of time admirers. But those looking
Jimmy Stewart or Marlene to hear the virtuosity of their
Dietrich; by virtue of the decades golden era recordings were left
of experience which the players deflated. According to jazz musi
have under their collective belts, cians with whom I attended the
expectations were high for a qual concert, Faddis’ solos were com
ity concert in the traditional, old posed mostly of Dizzy licks and
school style.
rambling in his stratospheric
In particular, when asked range. After a certain amount of
what kind of show could be time, high notes cease being
expected of John Faddis, senior expressionistically effective and
Kathleen Callaghan had two become cliche. The licks seemed
words: high and loud. His stratos to be pieced together randomly
pheric high notes have been his with little sense of musical direc
career signature since he was dis tion. Jimmy Heath’s solo playing
covered as a high school student more successfully echoed the
by Dizzy Gillespie. However, for sounds of his bebop recording but
those who remember Faddis’ lacked strength and passion.
appearance here a few years ago, During the intermission Heath
expectations about the show were attributed his weak sound parby
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TEMPEST

CONT1NUED FROM PAGE 1

ed to call on the saxophone.
“The saxophone can employ
both a clearly pure as well as a
discordantly grating sound.”
Essentially, to Troy, the saxo
phone is the instrument which
most effectively mimics the
wind’s spectrum of sound. Troy
uses a saxophone quartet to
“metaphorically convey the
emotions of “The Tempest”
through music.” Troy’s addition
of the new music keeps the
authenticity of Shakespeare
within a modern setting.
Even though Troy changes
the setting of “The Tempest”
greatly, the content and driving
themes remain constant. It still
depicts a struggle for political
power intertwined with a love
story. The modernization, hope
fully, does not obscure the
meaning. Troy intends to “cre
ate a dialogue” with the text
which allows the audience to
understand the themes. He
does not intend to explain the
work, just expose it. Updating

the medium brings the charac
ters’ perils to the forefront of
the mind of the modern audi
ence. It is generally easier to
identify with characters that
appear as we do. Troy believes
this can be accomplished
through the superficial modifi
cations he makes. The overall
themes are unharmed, even
though the setting in which
they are transmitted has been
changed.
“The Tempest,” directed by
Timothy Troy, opened Nov. 19
at 8 p. m. There will be further
evening performances Nov. 20
and 21, and a matinee on Nov.
23 at 3 p. m. All shows are in
Cloak Theater in the Lawrence
Music-Drama Center. Tickets,
purchased at $8 for adults, $4
for students, and free for LU
students, are available at the
Lawrence box office, Brokaw
Hall, 115 S. Drew St.,
Appleton, 12:30-5:30 p.m., Nov.
17 through 23. For more infor
mation call (920) 832-6749.
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Jazz trio Jon Faddis, Slide Hampton, and Jimmy Heath headlined this year’s Jazz Celebration Weekend on Nov. 15
Photo by Erik Carlson

tially to a bad reed and partially on playing than on keeping the
to the weak micing. Similarly, audience amused and engaged.
Hampton’s solos seemed steril When asked why the ensemble,
ized; while technically and primarily Faddis, took so much
expressionistically impressive, I time to banter with the audience,
got the feeling that the standards Hampton remarked that they
make it a point to try to make the
have become stole for him.
Offering vitality to the tunes audience members a “part of the
was the rhythm section, performance. The energy which
Milwaukee
native
Dave the audience contributes to the
Hazeltine (piano), Tbdd Coolman players is immensely important.”
(bass), and Winard Harper Faddis entertained the audience
(drums). Particularly impressive between times by unleashing his
was Harper, who currently has sarcastic humor upon his col
albums out under the Sony label leagues and unsuspecting audi
and has recorded in the past with ence members, scoring a few good
Harper Bros. While staying with laughs. The trio also grabbed the
in the boundaries of the style, he audience’s attention in the midst
laid out his licks with a freshness of their solos by quoting familiar,
that was lacking from much of unusual melodic fragments.
the concert. The man must have Hampton was especially fond of
studied with Jackie Chan. Just as quoting classical works which got
his solo seemed to reach a climax, a good rise out of many of the con
he would push the intensity up servatory students.
While most of the audience
one more level. Furthermore, his
exuberant look energized the seemed to enjoy Faddis’ antics
whole stage. He gave a perfor and didn’t seem offended by his
mance that made you watch as heckling, some felt that the “act”
was pure sensationalism. Senior
well as listen.
Faddis,
Hampton,
and saxophone mayor Ian Eccleston
Heath’s show seems less focused commented that Faddis’ attempts

to amuse the audience weren’t
really that funny and detracted
from the musical value of the
show. A notable moment where
the show crossed the line into
empty entertainment was in the
final tune, “A Night in Tunisia,”
probably Gillespie’s most famous.
The tune climaxed when Faddis
broke into a rousing rap about
Gillespie’s contribution to bebop
and its evolution. While I can
appreciate Faddis’ attempt to
touch on the music of the contem
porary generation, the style
change was too sudden. And fol
lowing a set of solos quoting the
familiar quasi-Arabian belly
dancing music, it was difficult to
take the bit seriously.
The audience of the Faddis,
Hampton, and Heath concert
ended up with a mixed bag of
their originally high expectations.
Although their playing was not to
the fullness of their capabilities,
the audience forgave them
because they gave us a good time.
They were entertaining personal
ities where they were not enter
taining musicians.

It wasn't celebrated back then, but something
tells us Jesus would have liked Thanksgiving.
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The turkey part may he new, but the idea of surrounding yourself
with loved ones and giving thanks isn't. Join us this Sunday and
throughout the holidays as we celebrate the original Thanksgiving supper.
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Diana Krall captivates Chapel audience
by J eff

K urten acker
Jazz Weekend here at
Lawrence University com
menced on Nov. 14. The pro
gram for the night slotted the
Lawrence University Jazz
Ensemble (LUJE) and the Jazz
Singers for the first half, but
the second half belonged to jazz
sensation Diana Krall and her
trio.
A couple of hours before the
concert, Krall and her trio
hosted a m aster class in
Harper Hall. They performed
two songs and then fielded
questions from the audience.
The informal session lasted
about an hour and was insight
ful and encouraging.
The show was slated to
start at 7:30, and the lights
went down shortly thereafter.
There was a little preconcert

HOSTELS
Australian had reserved, but
all the other beds were taken
by the time Lamb entered the
room. The Australian talked to
the night desk clerk, who came
to the room, turned on the
light, woke each person and
asked them their name, telling
each one to go back to sleep
after he asked. Eventually he
found a man who was regis
tered to another room, but he
protested that he had spoken to
a previous clerk and switched
rooms.
Eventually
the
Australian decided to sleep in
another room.
Not all experiences in hos
tels have been bad. Garner said
that one she stayed in on the
Isle of Skye in Scotland was
very comfortable and secluded.
Several Lawrentians have also

entertainm ent provided by
Stellaluna. That’s right—a bat.
While droves of people were
entering the Chapel, the front
doors were propped open,
which must have allowed the
bat to fly in and take its seat
for the show. The only problem
was that it never sat down; the
bat flew around below the
chapel ceiling, circling and div
ing and forcing the audience to
yell and holler. The lights
dimmed for the concert and the
bat was still flying around, but
soon he found a dark spot to
hang upside down and enjoy a
night of jazz. Apparently the
bat was a good sign, as Krall
pointed out when she got on
stage: “I hear they’re good
luck.” She noted that this had
happened before down south.
LUJE took their place on
stage and ripped into “Once

Around” by Thad Jones.
Fearlessly led by director Ken
Schaphorst, LUJE danced
through tunes from Mintzer to
McNeely and from Schaphorst
to Hampton. The set was full of
energy and toe-tappin’ swing.
The Jazz Singers, led by
Richard Bjella, came out next
with a three song set including
“Come Home,” “The Man I
Love,”
and
“Fascinating
Rhythm.” The sound from the
singers was tight and very
impressive and added a nice
color to the concert. The next
song was “Gentle Rain” which
brought out Diana Krall. She
was backed up by LUJE and
the Jazz Singers. The last song
of the first half was “You’re
Getting to be a Habit With
Me.” Both “Gentle Rain” and
“You’re Getting to be a Habit
With Me” are from Krall’s lat

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
made friends with other hostel
occupants. Tom Lindsay met an
intriguing
Australian
in
Liverpool. Charley Shaw met a
pair of Israelis in Budapest.
The trio became fast friends
and wandered around in the
city together for the next cou
ple of days. The Israelis told
Shaw about their travels, and
gave him advice for his plans to
travel to Spain for his mid
term holiday.
Many Lawrentians have
decided to skip hostels and stay
at bed and breakfasts or guest
houses instead. These have pri
vate rooms which are usually
better furnished and include
breakfast in the price, which is
usually only a little bit more
than th at of a hostel. Amy
Blyth said, “You usually end up

CLASSIFIEDS
Erbert and Gerbert’sNow hiring for all posi
tions. Stop by at 218 E.
College for an application.

$2.00 Off

Earn M O N E Y and F R E E
TRIPS!!
Absolute Best SPRING
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INDIVIDUALS,
stu d en t
ORGANIZATIONS, or small
G R O U P S w a n te d ! ! C a ll
IN T E R -C A M P U S P R O 
GRAMS a t 1-800-327-6013
or http://www.icpt.com

Processing!
Present this ad for quality
Ona-Hour Processing
on Kodak Royal Gold paper.
Offer applies to 35mm color nag.
print film 24 or 36 exps

say, ‘Hey, let’s try this!’ or ‘How
about this?’ She was very
encouraging and supportive.”
When asked about the per
formance, Schaphorst said,
“They reacted beautifully to
each other. I truly enjoyed it.”
It would be tough to sit
through. Krall’s concert and not
enjoy it. As an encore, Krall
and her trio came out and did a
song called “Peel Me a Grape."
It was a fun and playful blues-

Diana Krall
Photo courtesy o f T h e Jazz Tree

type tune that really got the
audience involved with laugh
ter and clapping.
The show was a complete
success and Krall was inspir
ing. There’s no question why
she is ranked so high in polls
by the magazine DownBeat.
She is truly talented, and we
were very fortunate to have her
here. Hopefully she will make
a return
appearance to
Lawrence, but for now we’ll
have to settle for the memory
of a wonderful concert.
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spending the difference on
breakfast anyway, so I just stay
in bed and breakfasts.”
Shaw, who even after an
occasional bad experience still
stays in hostels, gave some
advice for finding a good hostel.
“Never judge one by its exteri
or,” because all the money
might go to the exterior, leav
ing little for the rooms. Always
ask to see a room before you
agree to take it. He also said a
good hostel gives you a key to
the room you are staying in,
and might even have a person
al locker to put your things in.
He said that for every lousy
hostel he has stayed at, he has
stayed at a good one.

est album, “Love Scenes.”
There was a short intermis
sion where the bat was MIA.
Krall and her trio were the fea
ture of the second half of the
concert, and they were amaz
ing. Krall played the piano and
did vocals, Russell Malone was
on guitar, and Ben Wolfe was
on bass.
The trio was playful, emo
tional, spontaneous, and color
ful. One of the highlight’s of
Krall’s set was an old Bing
Crosby song, “I Don’t Stand a
Ghost of a Chance With You”
which Krall did as a duet with
Russell Malone. Her voice
filled the chapel with a certain
element that was thick and
mouth-watering. Each player
brought to the music an ele
ment that, when combined
with the other players’ ele
ments, made an unstoppable
combination. Krall showed
everyone in the Chapel why
she is quickly becoming an
incredible force in the jazz
world. Her performances cap
ture the hearts of audiences all
over the world, and her visit to
Lawrence was no different.
Director of Jazz Studies Ken
Schaphorst said, “It was a real
pleasure having her here.
Collaborating with her was
great.” She came to the
rehearsal with LUJE and the
Jazz Singers knowing exactly
what to do, but also she wasn’t
afraid to try to make things
better
or
experiment.
Schaphorst also commented,
“She was very interested in
making [the song] as good as it
could be. She wasn’t afraid to

733.5885
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Scenes class expands repertoire
by

C h a d Freeburg

The Opera Scenes Workshop
class will present its annual pro
gram of opera excerpts on Nov.
23, at 7:30 p.m. in Stansbury
Theater. Admission is free to the
public. This year’s presentation
will be the second installment
directed by Professor Karen
Leigh-Post.
Leigh-Post said that the most
challenging aspect of the scenes
class, she has noticed, is that “for
many this is the first time being
in an operatic lead role [at
Lawrence], so we are really
building from the ground up.”
She continued by saying,
“instead of having four leads for
the entire show, there are about
twenty different lead roles.
There is a lot more individual
ized attention required.” LeighPost acts as director and musical
coach for the class. This has also
been a challenge for Leigh-Post,
although she is pleased to have
the opportunity to “wear all
those different hats.”
Brett Kroeger, junior, recog
nized that the scenes class relies
more on the individual than do
other ensembles. “It’s the work of
the individual that really deter
mines whether the group suc
ceeds,” said Kroeger. She
believes that despite the greater
responsibilities placed on the
individual, the scenes class will
prove rewarding for all.
Brian Wood has found the
scenes workshop enjoyable: “I get
to dance on stage.” His reference
is to an excerpt to be performed
from “The Merry Widow.” Wood
has been involved in dance in
musical theater in the past and
appreciates the diversity of the
scenes in this year’s production.
He agreed with his colleagues

that the demand on individuals
is greater in the scenes workshop
ensemble than in others; howev
er, he feels that the result is well
worth the efforts.
“It has been a learning expe
rience,” commented Toni Kuo.
Kuo also appreciates the diversi
ty of the program to be presented
this year. She believes the broad
spectrum of material will appeal
to a broader range of audience
attendants.
Leigh-Post said that this
year’s program is far more ambi
tious than the scenes program
she directed last year. “It’s about
twice as large, in terms of the
number of people involved,” she
noted. Leigh-Post feels that one
advantage the program has this
year is that the ensemble has
permission to perform in
Stansbury. She feels that this
enables the production to be
“more large scale” than last
year’s production.
Leigh-Post also noted that
the scenes class “is doing quite a
nice survey of music this year.”
She said that in addition to pre
senting scenes from well-known
“top 40 opera hits” like “La
Traviata,” “The Magic Flute,”
and “The Pearl Fishers,” there
will be scenes from lesser-known
works such as Benjamin
Britten’s “Albert Herring.” Also,
Leigh-Post mentioned that there
will be some contemporary twists
and updated staging on more tra
ditional opera works like “Cosi
fan tutte.” For those not familiar
with opera, Leigh-Post urged
that when attending the perfor
mance, simply “sit back and
enjoy.” Leigh-Post believes that
the performance will be one that
can be enjoyed by all people, and
not just those familiar with
opera and musical theater.

E r ik C a r l s o n
a n d Jeff K u r t e n a c k e r

It was Erik’s idea to see this
movie. Rowan Atkinson has a
new movie out, called, simply,
“Bean.” It’s British comedy at
its ... well ... it’s British comedy
nonetheless. If you like the syn
dicated show, chances are you’ll
like the movie. I am a fan of
British comedy, but this movie
got old very quickly.
The basis for “Bean” is a
tried-and-true formula: igno
rant moron is given task,
moron does wrong, moron cor
rects mistake through a series
of comical antics, and, to the
surprise of all (read: pre
dictably), moron wins favor
with all and everyone is happy
and sorry they ever doubted the
moron in the first place.
This formula is as old as
Charlie Chaplin, Laurel and
Hardy, Abbott and Costello,
Ralph Kramden and Ed Norton,
and the list goes on. So the plot
comes as no real surprise,
which is all right given the con
text of the film. However, try
ing to build a movie on an hour
and a half of mumbled English
and pure “funny-face” expres
sions only left me wondering
“Why is this funny?”
I can’t say the movie wasn’t
at all entertaining, because it
definitely had some funny
spots, and I found myself
laughing out loud with the rest
of the audience at times. But
for the most part it was the two
girls a couple rows ahead of us
who were the only ones laugh
ing. Atkinson does have a tal

ent for comedy, but he cannot
hold an audience for a feature
length movie.
Things move much more
quickly and more smoothly on
Atkinson’s show, and that for
mat lends itself better to his
unique art of comedy. “Bean” is
drawn out and its humorous
parts are too few and far
between. Overall, I’d have to
say it’s not worth the seven dol
lars. Wait for this one to come
out on video. —Jeff
I wanted to see this movie
because I think all of the “Mr.
Bean” episodes I’ve ever seen,
as well as Mr. Atkinson’s oneman HBO special a few years
S I NCE
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“Carlito’s Way”
performance. In other words, he
is pure Pacino in the role of
““Carlito’s Way” is director Carlito.
Brian DePalma’s vision of a
Sean Penn’s character,
man unable to escape his past David Kleinfeld, pulls the hard
and progress with his future. AI est on Carlito’s chain to drag
Pacino portrays the title char him back into the underworld.
acter in this gritty drama set in He is Carlito’s lawyer who ini
New York’s underworld during tially gets him out of jail by way
the 1970s. Providing the exter of a technicality. Kleinfeld
nal tension are Sean Penn, plays on Carlito’s loyalty to
Penelope Ann Miller, and John draw him back to crime.
Leguizamo. The characters tear Kleinfeld is a manipulative
Carlito in multiple directions,
hypocrite who will stop at noth
causing him to question his
ing to gain more for himself. He
choice of "going straight.”
puts on the mask of a “tough
AI Pacino, the actor’s actor,
guy”
to gain leverage in the
portrays Puerto Rican mobster
underworld.
Sean Penn plays
Carlito Brigante. He is fresh
the
part
of
the
weak, spineless
out of prison, looking to go
lawyer
perfectly.
The role is
straight and move to Bermuda
very
uncharacteristic
for him.
to rent cars. Externally, all he
needs is a little money and he His usual fare consists of overcan go. Internally, however, he the-top characters. Here he is a
need to reconcile his identity much more subtle presence on
and discover who he truly is. the screen. He shows depth and
He is under constant pressure solidity in this performance. It
from all sides. His crooked shows what Penn is capable of,
lawyer wants to pull him back just not what we always get.
The various character ele
into the underworld of orga
nized crime. His love interest ments in “Carlito’s Way” are
together
masterfully
tries to push him towards the tied
side of the law. There is a con through the direction of Brian
stant internal dialogue with DePalma. He employs an amaz
Carlito. He attempts to decide ing arsenal of camera effects to
and eventually must choose, fully explore the torment of
before it is too late.
Carlito. His use of creative
AI Pacino convincingly lighting to illustrate the duality
depicts a man torn between two of Carlito flows throughout the
worlds. He carefully shows the entire film. Also he uses mir
duality of his character through rors and reflective surfaces to
his deep acting skills. Pacino
employs his subtle facial
expressions to convey his side
of the law. His smile is soft yet
menacing. His eyes glow both
with delight as well as impend
ing doom for his enemies. These
expressions combined with his
smooth voice with erratic pat
terns sum up to a commanding
On The Avenue
by

M i c h a e l P ia s t o w s k i

“Bean”: British moron in America
by

T

MOVIE REVIEW

ago, were hilarious. I was hope
ful that the British-native-inAmerica situation would pro
vide some fresh humor to the
character of Mr. Bean, but I
was disappointed. After seeing
this movie, I couldn’t help feel
ing that it could do without all
of the hammy Hollywood
embellishments. But (thankful
ly!) Burt Reynolds saves the
movie with a surprise cameo
appearance, and shades the
predictable formula with that
unique Burt-flavor. We’re talk
ing “Cannonball Run” caliber
Burt here. But Burt is in so
many movies lately, I’ll have to
agree with Jeff and say “wait
for the video.” —Erik

226 EAST COLLEGE AVENUE
A PPlf TON WI 549 11

MOVIE REVIEW

display
the
multi-faceted
nature of many of the charac
ters pulling at Carlito. The mir
rors beg questions about the
characters and what they truly
stand for. The camera move
ment gives a direct sense of
continuity while creating a
jagged, trapped feeling. There
are many scenes in which there
are no cuts, but, due to the
scenery and angles at which the
camera flows, an air of frustra
tion cuts through. Overall, the
film appeals to the eyes by
manipulating your mind.
The film takes you into the
mind of an undecided man. Life
forces him to reconcile his
instincts with what he has
learned. The story is masterful
ly told by superb actors. Their
performances are heightened
by the superb world created for
them to interact in. DePalma
sets a wonderfully told story
into a world which accepts. The
actors convincingly bring the
world of Carlito to life.
“Carlito’s Way,” sponsored
by the OM Film Series, will be
shown Nov. 21 and 22 at 7 p.m.
It is part of a double feature
with The Usual Suspects,
which is being shown at 9:45
p.m. on those nights. Admission
is free for LU students. All
films are shown in the
Worcester Theater in the
Wriston Art Center.

C. T. HOFFMANN

East 219
Appleton. WI 54911

Phone 734-8793
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Students Win on Financial Aid
dents to their Senators and
S am Sager
Representatives.
(NSNS)—Students won an
The House and Senate
important financial aid victory Conferees also made it easier
last week when Senate and for both independent and
House leaders agreed to dependent students who work
increase the maximum Pell to qualify for Pell Grant
Grant award for fiscal year awards.
In
1992,
when
1998 and make Pell Grants Congress last reauthorized the
more widely available to inde Higher Education Act, the
pendent students.
amount of money independent
The Pell Grant award has and dependent students could
been raised to $3000, a $300 earn was lowered. Student
increase, making this the advocates said the change had
largest Pell Grant award ever.
forced many independent stu
The agreement between dents to forego college because
House and Senate leaders came they feared too much debt.
after months of intensive lobby
Under the negotiated plan,
ing and grassroots campaigning the amount independent stu
by students and student advo dents can earn would be raised
cates.
by $5000. The income cap for
“Hopefully this signals a dependent students who work
new era of commitment from would be raised by $2300.
Congress to keep higher educa
“Raising the income cap was
tion affordable to all students,” the most critical problem we
said Jigar Madia, president of needed to repair from 1992,"
the University of Minnesota’s said
Chancellor
Charles
student government.
Bunting of the Vermont state
Madia credited the victory to colleges. “The cap needs to go
the thousands of postcards, let higher but at least we are point
ters, and phone calls from stu
by

LONDON
Peloponnese in Southern Greece.
They saw dozens of ruins and met
many dozens of friendly people.
An especially astounding site was
the town of Monemvassia in the
southeast of the peninsula, a
medieval village built on a rocky
island barely separated from the
mainland.
Paul Lamb traveled the far
thest of the group, to Istanbul
and Ayvalik in Turkey. After fly
ing into Istanbul and walking
around the historic city, Lamb

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7
bussed into Asia and to little
Ayvalik on the Aegean coast.
From there he saw Hellenistic
ruins in Bergama, went into a
closed Greek Orthodox Church in
nearby Cunda, and hiked
through olive groves and along
coastline to get to an abandoned
monastery wedged between a
mountain and the shore.
Beside the destinations, the
traveling itself was a major expe
rience of the break. Many of the
students traveled alone to new

There's No Way a
g ive

ed in the right direction,” he
added.
Although student aid advo
cates are confident that both
houses of Congress agree with
the final financial aid numbers,
the overall bill faces an uncer
tain future. Because of a com
promise on national testing, the
bill faces opposition from con
servative House members,
Senator Bill Goodling (R-PA),
chair of the Education and the
Workforce Committees, and the
president. The president has
threatened to veto the spending
bill over the national testing
issue.
The negotiated bill also
included $25 million for the
State Student Incentive Grant
(SSIG). Although this is only
half of what the program
received last fiscal year, both
the House and the president
had proposed that the program
be eliminated. Most financial
aid programs remained at a last
year’s levels, while the Perkins
loan program was cut slightly.

countries where they spoke little
or none of the language. Wenberg
summed up the group’s feelings
when he said that this traveling
made him very self-reliant.
Having to survive in a foreign
country taught him much about
himself. Schultz added that she
was amazed at how much could
be communicated through just
body language, and pleasantly
surprised how easy it could be to
communicate with someone with
out using words.
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Behind the plate I V ik in g s h o st c o n fe re n c e v o lle y b a ll
by

R
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The past couple of weeks have
been pretty eventful in our wide
world of sports. Basketball is
thriving, wild shenanigans are j
taking place in baseball, and foot
ball plods through its eleventh
regular-season game on its weekly
crawl toward the playoffs.
For those of you who have
gone into hibernation this fall,
those people walking around in
black this week weren’t mourning
the death of one of the world’s
most beloved British monarchs.
Most likely they were mourning
the untimely demise of the Green
Bay Packers’ defense, yielding 41
points to the hapless Indianapolis
Colts, who were, prior to Sunday’s
matchup with the defending
Super Bowl champs, winless with
an 0-10 record.
You have to hand it to the
Colts. For a team begging for
respect, this has to be a tremen
dous emotional lift for them—a
backup quarterback throws for
over 300 yards and a defense with
no pass rush to speak of scores two
touchdowns. Bizarre.
And the Packers’ turf woes
continue. Understandably, their
defensive front was weakened by
the loss of Gilbert Brown and
Reggie White, but Indianapolis
didn’t rush the middle as much as
they possibly could have. Brett
Favre and the Packers’ offense
almost saved the game, but the
Colts seemed to stun Mike
Holmgren and his crew.
Personally, I was waiting for
the school to shut down on
Monday. I mean, all of the right
events needed to shut down the
campus were present: it had
snowed, Jazz Weekend was wind
ing down, and the Packers had
lost.
Now, I have to admit, I have no
strong allegiance to the Pack, nor
do I watch a lot of football. I do,
though, find that many of their
supporters cross the line between
strong fan support and rabid
obsession. I’m not just disturbed
at the Packers. I don’t think either
the Braves or the Cowboys are
“America’s team.”
Change is also washing
through the NBA. Of the profes
sional sports leagues, the NBA is
the flashiest, most geared toward
the 90s. Their games are almost
highlight films—quick, plentiful
scoring and fast players engaged
in constant motion combined with
an awesome marketing division
have made professional basketball
the sport of the decade after idling
in drug use for years.
The NBA has become the first
league to have female referees.
I don’t see what the big fuss is
all about. At the beginning of the
jason, there was a great ruckus
aised by the players about
whether the women could officiate
‘their’ game, what with the pro
fanity, gesticulations, and body
petting going on. (The basketball
players claimed they often patted
the officials on the rear to thank
them for or congratulate them on
a good call.) Questions were also
raised as to whether they could
keep up with the end-to-end
action.
Why should the players care?
Basketball is basketball: double
dribble is double-dribble, travel
ing is traveling, and reaching in is
reaching in. These women have
obviously passed whatever quali
fying tests or consistency ratings
to get their jobs, so shut up and
play ball. It’s obvious that they
know the game, so it’s just up to
the players to play it.

the games by a mere two points,
but came up short in the end.
The weekend of Nov. 7 and 8
The Vikings were led offen
saw nine women’s volleyball sively and defensively by
teams from the Midwest Gretchen Gerrish, who recorded
Conference converge on the 14 kills, two blocks and 17 digs.
Alexander Gymnasium floor for Lisa Hess added eight kills while
the
Midwest
Conference Lisa Abler and Janae Magnuson
Volleyball Tbumament.
added another seven kills apiece.
The weekend belonged to Lake
In the second round, the
Forest as they took the champi Vikings met their rival, Ripon
onship in three straight games College, who had beaten them
from Illinois College. Carroll three times previously this year in
College beat out St. Norbert for very close matches. The fourth
third place.
time was not a charm, and the
Lawrence
met
Grinnell Vikings were defeated in three
College in the first round of play straight games.
and lost in a very close four-game
Lawrence lost its intensity and
match. Coach Tatro said never regained the momentum,
Lawrence “had the chance to run” according to coach Tatro. Tatro
with Grinnell, but the plays just also said that the Vikings were a
did not fall their way. The team very streaky team this year, beat
had a good showing, losing two of ing the tournament’s third place
by
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finisher, Carroll College, earlier in
the year, but falling apart mental
ly in other games. That was also
the case against Ripon.
The Vikings were led against
Ripon by Hess and Gerrish, earn
ing ten kills each; and Susie
Svejda, who had eight kills.
Gerrish and Svejda also added 18
and 13 digs respectively. In spite
of these statistics, small mistakes
kept Lawrence out of the match.
Two Lawrence players earned
all-conference honors at the tour
nament. Senior outside hitter
Gerrish was named first team AllConference, and junior utility hit
ter Hess was named second team
All-Conference.
Coach Tatro said of Gerrish,
“She has been one of our most con
sistent players, getting it done on
offense whenever we need a kill or

a sideout and making plays on
balls that weren’t even her busi
ness to be chasing down. She’ll
run through the wall if you ask
her to.”
For the year, the Vikings fin
ished 8-16, but coach Tatro is
already planning and looking
ahead to next year. The Vikings
will have four returning starters,
including junior setter Leah
Anderson, who took over the set
ting role this year, and Hess, who
was second on the team in hitting.
The tournament as a whole
was a great success. Head volley
ball coach Kim Tatro received
many compliments on how well it
was run and would like to thank
all of the student workers who
worked hard to make the tourna
ment go as smoothly as it did.

A N Y OLD RO AD:
T h e C on clu sion of a G R E A T Season
After spiffing their guts on the
Conference course in Grinnell, the
Lawrence Cross Country team
recuperated and began readying
itself for the Regional race. During
the off week between Conference
and Regionals, the team received
fantastic news with the announce
ment that several of its members
had earned the distinction of
Academic All-Conference. The
team nerds include Becky Doyle,
Annie Dude, and Jim Moran. A
controversy still rages as to the eli
gibility of junior Brent Tamamoto
whose lack of glasses and cheesy
swear substitutes make his status
questionable.
The chilly November morning
finally arrived, and the Lawrence
Cross Country team set out across
the Wisconsin tundra on route to
their final meet of the year ...
Regionals. Luckily, the course was
well marked with flags as the cus
tomary white line was indistin
guishable from the fresh blanket of
snow that covered the course. Team
members stretched in the cozy con
fines of the Lamers school bus in an
attempt to keep warm, and
amused themselves by browsing
through the pictures of Coach Fox’s
wedding. The team even had the
opportunity to meet Mrs. Coach

Fox thanks to the automotive
prowess of Julie Liebich who
picked her up from the Oshkosh
airport. The entire team was also
supported by the encouraging pres
ence of their Spikes, and numerous
fans including #1 fans, Tam and
Breguita, alumnus Scott Sprtel;
and students Eric Martin, Luci, &
Adam.
The weather definitely had the
greatest impact on the women’s
race with the women running in a
stiff breeze which exacerbated the
already treacherous conditions.
Nonetheless, they finished in fine
form, forging their way through the
fluffy flakes of snow to a fantastic
finale. Completely undaunted by
the weather was sophomore Becky
Doyle who ran three seconds off her
personal record, and subsequently
was awarded the Big Wood.
By the time it was the men’s
turn to rnn, the sun had melted the
bitter snow, and it was replaced by
a verdant lawn dotted with delicate
flowers. The sun broke through the
iron grey clouds, warmed the air
and fortified the men’s spirits,
ensuring that they had excellent
races. Even surly Washingtonian
Josh Cross commented, “Yeah, I
think I actually had fun running
today,” after cruising through the

The Cross Country running team finished a very successful season Nov. 15
with the Regional meet in Oshkosh, Wis.
Photo by Jennifer Totoritis

finish line in well under 30 min
utes.
Although it was the last meet of
the season, there were some signif
icant firsts: Katy Roll and Zack
Walker ran in snow for the first
time ever. This is just one of many
new experiences that the Lawrence
Cross Country team has shared
over the course of this season.
From the shores of Bjorklunden to
the pool in the Buchanan Rec.
Center to Ryan’s Bar to Riverside
Cemetery, there have been many
moments of satisfaction, pain
laughter, and most importantly,
friendship. With a fond farewell to
its only graduating senior, Mike
Donnelly, the team looks forward
with anticipation to the year to
come...

Big Wood Recipients as of
November 19th
Cathy Kempen - M
SOE
Annie Dude - Parkside
Peter Levi - Carthage
Chris Jones - Beloit
Jim Moran - Private College
Championships
Faye Gilbert - Viking
Invitational
Jen Totoritis - Coach’s Wedding
Weekend
Julie Liebich - Midwest
Conference Championships
Becky Doyle - Week of Rest
Vanessa Curtis - NCAA Regional
-Brent Tamamoto and
Faye Gilbert

Men’s volleyball off to slow start
R eid K ajikawa
The Lawrence men’s volley
ball team got off to an inauspi
cious start on Nov. 15 at the
Wisconsin Volleyball Conference
(WVC)
Kickoff
Weekend
Tournament at Carroll College.
The club team left for the all-day
Saturday tournament at 5:30
a.m. and played five matches in
one day, going 0-4-1 for the day.
In the first match in pool play,
the Vikings were routed by the
defending champions
UWOshkosh zero games to two.
Nerves, inexperience, and poor
passing were the main problems
the Lawrence men ran into, in
addition to a talented Oshkosh ‘A’
team. Also hindering the Vikings
was a key injury to starting 6-6
middle blocker Eli Salembier,
altering Lawrence’s passing
scheme and front row rotation.
Salembier would later return
to play in subsequent matches
that day, but would be relatively
ineffective on an injured ankle.
The Vikings continued to be
treated harshly in pool play,
being swept by both Marquette
and the Milwaukee School of
Engineering. They did make
by

headway, though, splitting a
match 1-1 with UW-Platteville.
Pool play in the Kickoff tour
nament was not played for elimi
nation purposes, but for seeding.
Matches, games, and points
scored for and against helped
determine the matchups for the
tournament proper, which began
late in the evening. The tourna
ment from that point on would be
single elimination in the I and II
divisions.
Seeded second to the last in
the II division of the tournament,
Lawrence was slated to face UWStevens Point, a school which had
regularly participated in the
WVC division I. After falling
behind early on, the Vikings ral
lied back in the first game to close
the gap to 9-13. Their efforts
went for naught, though, as
Stevens Point went on to win the
game 15-9 and the match two
games to none.
Notable performances came
from three freshmen, with 6-6
middle blocker Leif Johnson
standing out among them, block
ing almost everything over his
head and putting down key kills.
Kolin Golchert and Jay Warren
also contributed with crisp pass

ing out of the back row, which
grew more consistent as the day
went on.
Sophomore outside hitter and
floor captain Dan Freiburg was
able to put the tournament into
perspective as a “great learning
experience.” The main focus was
on learning how to apply their
skills in a game situation instead
of in practice, and seeing all
facets of the game come together
at once. Freiburg also noted that
the team “got much better as the
day went on,” and gained a lot of
confidence from taking a game
from Platteville as well as play
ing tough against a tough
Stevens Point team, and looks to
improve on their 3-18 1996-97
record.
Volleyball is one of the most
consistent and organized club
sports in the conference.
Lawrence’s club volleyball team
participates in the WVC, which is
made up of about 20 club teams
from the state, similar in design
to the NCAA division III Midwest
Conference. The WVC is split up
into two divisions based on the
size of the schools represented.
Larger schools are placed in D' 1
ivision I while smaller schools

and ‘B’ teams are placed in the
second division.
Lawrence’s men’s volleyball
team remains a club sport for a
variety of reasons. The first rea
son is the obvious cost of creating
a new varsity sport for the school.
In addition to having to spend
more money on scheduling and
recruiting, NCAA rules stipulate
that a women’s sport must also be
added to insure equity. Secondly,
there are few schools in the area,
save for the University of
Wisconsin at Madison or the
University of Minnesota who
have varsity-level volleyball
teams, and these are NCAA divi
sion I. The majority of schools
who participate in Division III
athletics do not support a men’s
volleyball program, instead pro
viding it as a club sport.
Lawrence’s
involvement
began five years ago, when a
group of guys wanted to play
competitive volleyball. They
found Melissa Munch, ‘96, to
coach the team, and she saw to it
that practices were held, drills
were run, and a regular schedule
was set up. This year’s team is
coached by Leah Anderson, setter
on Lawrence’s women’s team.

